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Abstract

Over the past four decades, the United States has witnessed the rise of an economy of growing inequality and exploitation, and this economic transformation has entangled Catholic institutions of higher education in what Pope Francis has called “an economy of exclusion and inequality.” In recent years, some institutions have taken steps to resolve this contradiction; Georgetown University makes for a noteworthy example. Yet Catholic colleges and universities still have work to do to address the labor problems of the 21st century. If they commit themselves to that project, they can provide needed leadership in the fight for a more just social order.

American Catholic higher education finds itself increasingly ensnared in a contradiction. On the one hand, Catholic colleges and universities, “born from the heart of the church,” continue to play an indispensable role in the promotion of Catholic Social Teaching.1 At the same time, institutions of Catholic higher education are fighting to survive and remain relevant amid rapacious economic trends that are reorganizing all of higher education — secular and Catholic alike — in ways that contradict essential principles of Catholic Social Teaching, such as the dignity of labor and the centrality of solidarity to a just social order. Put more bluntly, Catholic colleges and universities find themselves increasingly entangled in what Pope Francis has called “an economy of exclusion and inequality,” an economy that “kills.”2
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Nowhere is this problem clearer than in the realm of labor relations, where Catholic institutions struggle to reconcile bedrock ideals of Catholic Social Teaching, such as a worker’s right to be paid a living wage or to organize and bargain collectively, with the business practices that increasingly characterize U.S. institutions of higher education. Facing and resolving this contradiction will not be easy. Yet the future integrity of Catholic higher education depends upon the willingness of its institutions to meet this challenge honestly and courageously.

An Increasingly Problematic Economic Context

The first step in addressing the problem must be a clear-eyed recognition of the forces that have reshaped our economy and so many of our institutions — including higher education — over the past half century. American Catholic higher education reached the height of its influence in the post–World War II decades in an economic context very different from the one that prevails today. There were 92,000 students enrolled in Catholic colleges and universities in 1945. That number more than doubled within the space of only three years, largely with the help of the GI Bill. By 1970, it had reached 430,000, thanks to federally guaranteed loans under the provisions of the National Defense Education Act (1958).³

This postwar expansion took place in the context of a nation where prosperity was not only growing, but also broadly shared. Economists refer to the years between 1940 and 1973 as the era of the “Great Compression,” because in these years the nation’s income structure became dramatically more equal. During this period, the rate of income growth was higher in the bottom two quartiles of the economy than in the top two. A number of factors contributed to this trend. Important among them was a strong union movement, a progressive taxation and regulation regime, and corporate practices that tended to favor strategies of investing in workers as lifelong employees.⁴

Catholic higher education today inhabits a very different economic world from the one that prevailed in 1970. Then, the federal government taxed income in the top earnings bracket at 71.75 percent and

collected a top capital gains tax of 32.3 percent. By 2017, however, these numbers had fallen to 39.6 and 25 percent, respectively. Then, the minimum wage was $10.09 (in inflation-adjusted dollars), compared with $7.25 in 2017. Nearly 28 percent of workers were unionized in 1970, whereas the number has fallen below 12 percent (only 6 percent in the private sector) at this writing. The nation’s largest private sector employer in 1970 was General Motors, which bargained collectively with its employees, offered paid vacations and company-funded health and retirement benefits, and generally employed its workers for the duration of their working lives. Today, the largest employer is Walmart, which refuses to deal with unions and welcomes employee “churn” as a way of keeping wage costs down.5

While many commentators invoke globalization to explain the recent growth of inequality, the rise of a neoliberal faith in the infallibility of markets, the financialization of the economy, and corporate restructuring have had an even more far-reaching impact on the conditions of labor. The 1970s marked a seedtime for each of these trends. The decade began with Richard Nixon declaring, “We are all Keynesians now,” as he sought wage and price controls and new environmental and workplace safety regulations. After “stagflation” undermined the Keynesian consensus, the decade ended with Jimmy Carter cutting back government and embracing deregulation. As faith in markets displaced faith in government during the Reagan era, a sea change took place on Wall Street. Investors pushed corporations to focus above all on “maximizing shareholder value.”6

By the 1980s, leveraged buyouts and hostile takeovers proliferated. New market forces such as hedge funds and private equity firms pushed corporations away from the conglomerate model that had arisen in the postwar era and toward a “lean and mean” restructuring accomplished by downsizing and outsourcing. The rise of private equity enterprises was perhaps the most influential financial engineering development of this new era of capitalism. As scholars Eileen Appelbaum and Rosemary Batt have demonstrated, breaking union contracts, defaulting on pension obligations, and laying off workers have been key tools of that business model.7

As these trends progressed, American business was increasingly “managed by the markets,” as Gerald F. Davis puts it.\(^8\) In the endless effort to maximize shareholder value and avoid falling prey to hostile takeovers, corporate leaders sought ever higher stock prices in part by shedding responsibility for workers through subcontracting, the creation of international supply chains, franchising, and the hiring of temporary labor. Such practices helped bring on what David Weil calls “the fissured workplace,” where subcontracting has become a dominant model.\(^9\) Whereas large office buildings typically employed their own janitors in the 1970s, today they contract the work to cleaning companies that might further subcontract it, making it difficult to know who is ultimately accountable for the conditions of those who work in the “fissured jobs” at the bottom of our economy. This contributed to the emergence of a new class of workers for whom the aspiration to attain a stable, family-sustaining job with a single employer has been a mirage. The influx of immigrants from Latin America, among elsewhere, who accompanied this transformation meant that workers of color were increasingly trapped in the most exploitative jobs.\(^10\)

As this great transformation unfolded, enormous wealth accumulated in the hands of those who steered the new economy. The ratio of chief executive officer pay to worker pay was 20:1 in 1965. By 2014 it was 300:1.\(^11\) The top 1 percent of income earners took home 85 percent of all income gains between 2009 and 2013.\(^12\)

**Catholic Higher Education’s Entanglement in the ‘Economy of Exclusion’**

All of these economic trends have affected Catholic higher education. Not only have they shaped the environment inhabited by the 200-plus
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institutions of Catholic higher education in the United States that now serve roughly 950,000 students, but they also may have begun to influence the internal dynamics of those institutions.\(^{13}\)

To begin with, some observers have questioned whether these larger trends have affected the leadership of Catholic colleges and universities. In 1996, Notre Dame political scientist Peter Walshe lamented that his university’s board was “weighted with extravagantly paid corporate CEOs and their lawyers.” “Where are the doctors serving in our inner cities, the devoted social workers, trade unionists and leaders of service-oriented NGOs?” he asked.\(^{14}\) Walshe’s question has taken on greater significance twenty years later as we face an economy of increasing inequality. Although we await a fuller study sampling of institutions by size and other relevant factors, what evidence we have indicates that lay members of the boards of trustees hail increasingly from among the ranks of those who have benefited most from recent economic trends and include a disproportionate share of representatives from the world of finance in particular. One study has found that the percentage of board seats held by finance industry professionals has nearly doubled in America’s colleges and universities overall in the past 25 years.\(^{15}\) In examining whether leading Catholic colleges and universities are in step with this trend, consider that in 2017, twenty-two of Boston College’s forty-three lay members hailed from the finance and real estate sectors alone.\(^{16}\) The outsized influence of the finance industry on BC’s leadership corresponds with trends among large universities in general: In 2015, 56 percent of board leadership positions at research universities came from the financial sector.\(^{17}\)

Yet it is not only the wealthier Catholic institutions that have courted board members who have benefited from the economic transformation of recent decades. Consider the board of the Catholic University of America (CUA), the only university under the direct control of the
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\(^{16}\) On Boston College trustees, see [http://www.bc.edu/bc-web/about/trustees.html](http://www.bc.edu/bc-web/about/trustees.html) (accessed January 9, 2018).

\(^{17}\) Jenkins, “The Wall Street Takeover of Nonprofit Boards.”
U.S. Conference of Catholic Bishops. CUA’s board is currently chaired by a defense contractor, while fifteen of its nineteen lay members are businesspeople (including bankers, private equity executives, and other corporate leaders). While none of these lay board members has any apparent connection with the tradition of Catholic teaching on labor that was once so ably represented at CUA by figures like Monsignors John A. Ryan and George G. Higgins, one board member, Leonard Leo, serves as vice president of the Federalist Society, an organization whose members have championed “right-to-work” laws and sought to reverse the very labor policies that Ryan and Higgins once championed.  

Moreover, it is not only larger institutions that have seen growing influence of business leaders on their boards. Consider St. Michael’s College of Vermont. Twenty of its thirty trustees are laypeople. Sixteen of these are from the world of business, including three CEOs, three insurance executives, four management consultants, a private equity investor, a hedge fund president, a bank president, a law partner, and a realtor.  

It is understandable that Catholic institutions have relied increasingly on trustees who can help raise funds for their institutions. Catholic institutions are overwhelmingly tuition-driven and are notably underrepresented among institutions with the largest endowments: Only four (the University of Notre Dame, Boston College, Georgetown University, and the College of the Holy Cross) rank among the 120 institutions with the largest endowments. To be clear, there is every reason to assume that these trustees care about Catholic higher education. But, as Bernard Prusak’s article in this issue suggests, lay board members’ formation in the substance and mission of Catholic Social Teaching is uneven. Thus, as Catholic institutions are increasingly overseen by trustees who have led and profited from the economic transformation of the past four decades, who are often uneducated on the long tradition of Catholic labor teachings, and who may have little personal experience with the struggles of workers in the present economy, it
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18 For CUA board membership, see https://www.catholic.edu/about-us/leadership/board-of-trustees/index.html. The chair of the CUA board is Joseph L. Carlini is CEO of McKean Defense Group (accessed January 9, 2018).

19 At liberal arts colleges, 44 percent of board leadership positions came from the financial sector in 2015. See Jenkins, “The Wall Street Takeover of Nonprofit Boards.”

20 Of the four non-businesspeople on the St. Michael’s board, one is an emerita college president and one is a management professor who specializes in entrepreneurship. See http://catalog.smcmvt.edu/content.php?catoid=21&navoid=367 (accessed January 9, 2018).
should not be surprising that the tendencies that have reshaped labor practices in that larger economy also may begin to reshape practices on Catholic campuses. Several changes are especially notable: a sharp rise of income inequality; increasing reliance on poorly paid contingent labor; the contracting out of services to profit-making corporations; an increased opposition by the campuses themselves to unionization; and their growing participation in or reliance on supply chains in which labor exploitation is endemic.

Consider first how salary structures are changing on Catholic campuses. A preliminary analysis of data from Form 990 (which non-profit organizations file annually with the Internal Revenue Service) indicates that the pay of the top five non-officer salary earners at twenty-five Jesuit colleges and universities rose by 29 percent above inflation between 2001 and 2011.\(^\text{21}\) We do not have comparably detailed data for all employees on Catholic campuses, but U.S. Department of Education data indicate that average faculty salaries nationally rose by less than 4 percent above inflation during this period, while the minimum wage rose by 7 percent above inflation.\(^\text{22}\) To the extent that Catholic institutions will have to compete with better endowed private institutions to retain top faculty, the distorting pressures that favor those at the top of the income ladder are likely only to worsen in the years ahead.

Income patterns that favor the top brackets have been accompanied by the spread of contingent labor on Catholic campuses, especially in the rising proportion of adjunct instructors relative to tenured or tenure-track professors. As the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) has documented, the proportion of instructors in institutions of higher education overall who hold full-time tenured positions declined by 26 percent between 1975 and 2015.\(^\text{23}\) Over the same period, there was a 62 percent increase in non-tenure-track faculty positions.

\(^{21}\) This from data collected from the IRS Form 990s filed by all member institutions of the Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities with the exception of Canisius College, Le Moyne College, and Seattle University, whose 990s were not available for every year examined. These salary-earners are not college or university officers and the results are not impacted by any increase in number of secular faculty and staff because religious faculty and staff were not represented among the top salary earners over this ten-year period.


and a 70 percent increase in part-time non-tenure-track positions (that is, adjuncts). Some Catholic institutions appear to have replicated these trends. According to data gleaned from the U.S. Department of Education’s Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS), by 2013 more than half (53 percent) of instructional faculty at Jesuit colleges and universities were non-tenured and not on a tenure track line, and 43 percent were part time. Reliable income data for adjunct faculty at Catholic institutions are unavailable, but AAUP has found that the median pay per part-time faculty member teaching on a per-section basis was $4,773 in 2016-17. Poorly paid adjuncts have become a cornerstone of college and university budgets, and it is easy to see why. The union-sponsored advocacy group Faculty Forward offers data indicating that Jesuit colleges saved an average of $42,109 from each class taught by an adjunct professor in 2013.

An increasing reliance on subcontracting has also changed labor dynamics on all campuses, Catholic institutions included. In the 1970s, it was customary for institutions to directly employ their food service, security, janitorial, bookstore, and maintenance workers. As long as these workers were directly employed, it was easy enough to hold the institution accountable should working conditions fail to meet the standards set by Catholic Social Teaching. Since the 1970s, however, most of these services have been contracted out on most Catholic campuses, as at non-Catholic institutions. For example, three multinational companies, Aramark, Sodexo, and Compass, have come to dominate the college food service industry, and they have a checkered record on labor issues. Even though enforcement of labor laws has become spotty as a result of budget cuts, Aramark (which has contracts at Georgetown and Loyola University of Chicago, among many others) has been found in violation of labor, workplace safety, wage and hour, and employment

25 These calculations are based on IPEDS final data release for fall 2013. These figures include all institutional faculty employees at these institutions, excluding medical schools. See http://nces.ed.gov/ipeds/datacenter/ (accessed January 9, 2018).
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discrimination laws thirty-nine times since 2010, accruing fines totaling over $1.1 million.\textsuperscript{28} Even as they rely on low-wage employees, campus food service providers continue to raise meal prices out of proportion to their labor costs. The price of college meal plans has risen by 47 percent in the last decade, according to federal data, while food prices rose by only 26 percent and the average pay of food preparation workers rose by 21 percent over that period.\textsuperscript{29} The executives and stockholders who run these corporations have been the primary beneficiaries of these rising costs: The pay of Aramark’s CEO rose by 70 percent over this period.\textsuperscript{30}

Because the same forces that are skewing the larger economy toward greater inequality are operative on Catholic campuses, it should not be surprising that campus workers are increasingly seeking to organize unions. Given that the U.S. bishops’ 1986 pastoral letter on the economy stated that “all church institutions must also fully recognize the rights of employees to organize and bargain collectively with those institutions through whatever association or organization they freely choose,” one might expect that unionization efforts would not meet strong opposition on Catholic campuses.\textsuperscript{31} In fact, however, unionization efforts on some Catholic campuses in recent years have met opposition.

To be sure, courts have long recognized limits to the reach of labor law in private and religiously affiliated colleges and universities. Two


Supreme Court decisions helped establish those limits. The Court's 1979 decision in *NLRB v. Catholic Bishop of Chicago* found that the National Labor Relations Board (NLRB) did not have jurisdiction over teachers in church-operated schools; the 5-4 majority was anxious to avoid government interference with these schools' religious mission. In 1980, the Court ruled in *NLRB v. Yeshiva* that tenured faculty at private institutions were excluded from the protections of the National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) because they held too much managerial authority to be categorized as workers under the law. But these limiting factors did not obstruct the formation of unions on Catholic campuses over the past half-century. Many institutions willingly bargained with unions of groundskeepers, security guards, maintenance workers, food service workers, and other non-educators. Moreover, some Catholic institutions recognized and bargained with faculty unions even though the law did not require them to do so, as happened at the University of Scranton.

It is natural that adjuncts would consider unionizing. The vast majority are unaffected by the *Yeshiva* and *Catholic Bishop* decisions. Unlike tenured and tenure-track faculty, they play little or no governance role in the affairs of their campuses, and the vast majority are not involved in religious inculcation. Their precarious work is generally poorly paid and lacking in health insurance or other benefits. The gains they might achieve through unionization are clear: According to a survey undertaken by the Coalition on the Academic Workforce, unionized adjuncts earn on average 25 percent more per course than their non-union peers.

Yet unionization efforts at some Catholic institutions have been complicated by the institutions' concerns that the NLRB is overstepping its jurisdiction. Manhattan College and Seattle University, among others, argued that the NLRB had no jurisdiction when it comes to protecting adjuncts' labor rights on their campuses. In an *amicus*
curiae brief filed before the NLRB, leading organizations of Catholic higher education — namely, the Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities joined by the Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities and the Association of Franciscan Colleges and Universities — endorsed that stand. The NLRB rejected this position in a 2014 decision called Pacific Lutheran, which upheld the right of most adjuncts on religiously affiliated campuses to form unions for the purpose of collective bargaining.  

But the Pacific Lutheran decision scarcely settled the issue. The argument for continued resistance to NLRB jurisdiction was eloquently summarized in a widely read article in Inside Higher Ed in January 2016 by Dennis H. Holtschneider, CM, who was then serving as president of DePaul University. Holtschneider is no reflexive anti-unionist. As a faculty member at St. John's University, he joined a faculty union; at Niagara University, he led negotiations with a faculty union on behalf of the administration. Yet, as president of DePaul, he felt it was his “unenviable” duty “to oppose organizing efforts of part-time faculty” in order to protect his institution from the encroachments of an NLRB that was attempting to decide for itself which instructors carried out the institution’s religious mission and which did not. According to Rev. Holtschneider, “The freedom to determine what is or what is not religious activity inside our church is at stake.”

To be sure, Catholic institutions have a duty to protect the integrity of their religious mission from government interference. But resistance to NLRB jurisdiction does not necessitate resistance to unionization. The NLRB had no jurisdiction over the faculty at St. John’s University when Rev. Holtschneider joined the union there; tenure-line faculty members at private institutions have had no union rights under the NLRB since the Yeshiva case. Indeed, as Holtschneider’s own experience at St. John’s and Niagara showed, Catholic institutions need not recognize NLRB jurisdiction over their faculty in order to bargain collectively with their instructors; institutions are free to recognize and bargain with unions outside of the NLRB process. In recent months, some secular institutions, such as Cornell University, have
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opted for a union election and certification process for their graduate assistants that has been overseen by the non-governmental American Arbitration Association (AAA) rather than the NLRB. Catholic institutions could take the same approach. Indeed, on April 2, 2018, Georgetown concluded an agreement with the American Federation of Teachers to hold an AAA-monitored union election for its graduate assistants. Whether other Catholic institutions are willing to explore union certifications of this kind outside of the NLRB will reveal much about their guiding principles.

As they wrestle with the issue of union certification on their campuses, Catholic institutions also find themselves confronting the exploitative labor trends of the broader economy through their business dealings with outside entities. This is happening in at least two ways. First, Catholic campuses, like their secular counterparts, regularly license their logos to and accept corporate sponsorships from sports and apparel manufacturers that have dubious records of protecting the rights of workers in their supply-chain factories overseas. Nike, the manufacturer with the largest presence on campuses (including such universities as Georgetown, Gonzaga, and Villanova), was found in 2015 to have relied on a factory in Hansae, Vietnam, in which workers, including pregnant women, were subjected to inhumane conditions including high temperatures that caused mass fainting. Nike was scarcely an outlier in this regard. Second, campuses frequently rely on domestic suppliers that likewise have a record of exploiting labor. This is especially true for the suppliers of food on college campuses, and the poultry industry is a particularly conspicuous offender. As a cheap and versatile source of protein, poultry is more popular in the diets of college students than in those of Americans at large. The poultry processing industry, however, is among the most dangerous in the nation: A recent study showed that twenty-seven poultry workers each day suffer
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amputation or hospitalization. While some public school districts have begun setting minimum labor standards that poultry producers must meet before their products can be fed to students, no Catholic colleges or universities appear to have adopted similar standards. It could be argued that, to the extent that campuses serve food produced by exploited workers or accept licensing or sponsorship agreements with corporations that operate sweatshops abroad, they are helping perpetuate systems of oppression.

Reviving and Applying Catholic Social Teaching to Today’s Labor Problems

As the foregoing suggests, Catholic campuses are increasingly entangled in a larger economy that promotes yawning inequalities. Replicating those inequalities within their institutions exposes a contradiction between Catholic Social Teaching on workers’ rights and the dignity of labor and the practices of Catholic institutions. Left unaddressed, this growing contradiction threatens to undermine the integrity of the Church’s social teaching and compromise its voice as a defender of the oppressed. Disentangling Catholic campuses from the “economy that kills” will require principled and prophetic action.

Thankfully, some prophetic actions have been taken in recent years that help point the way forward. For instance, students on Catholic campuses have shown leadership through the anti-sweatshop activism that emerged in the late 1990s. In 1999, students at Georgetown University were among the first in the country to hold a sit-in in their president’s office demanding that the university cancel licensing agreements with athletic and apparel firms that produced goods bearing the university’s logo in sweatshop conditions. After similar agitation spread across many campuses, a new student organization called United Students Against Sweatshops (USAS) emerged. USAS, which includes chapters on many Catholic campuses, kept up enough pressure on sweatshop factories to induce universities to launch their own independent monitoring organization, the Worker Rights Consortium (WRC), in 2001.
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Universities created the WRC to ensure that goods bearing their logos would not be made under sweatshop conditions. Georgetown was a founding member of the WRC, which now includes 190 colleges and universities, twenty-three of which are Catholic institutions.

The WRC system is not without limitations. The organization is unable to inspect every factory engaged in university-related production and only conducts investigations when it receives complaints from workers. Further, as in the case of the Hansae factory in 2015, the WRC has had to fight to get independent access to the workplaces it is investigating. Months passed and many protests were lodged before Nike finally facilitated a visit by WRC investigators to Hansae in 2016. But agitation on Catholic campuses has helped bring about recent improvements in the WRC system. A path-breaking agreement between Nike and Georgetown concluded in August 2017 both ensures that henceforth the WRC will have access to Nike’s supplier factories and bolsters remediation procedures when a violation is identified. That agreement will no doubt set the template for anti-sweatshop activism at other Catholic institutions. Given that only one-tenth of all Catholic colleges and universities have affiliated with the WRC to date, there remains considerable opportunity to cut the links between Catholic institutions and sweatshop labor.

The anti-sweatshop fight in turn helped ignite living wage agitation on a number of campuses. Again, Georgetown was the locus of early action on this issue when students learned that janitors employed by a subcontracted company not only earned substantially less than those employed directly by the university, but also earned much less than a living wage. In response to student agitation, Georgetown created a Living Wage Subcommittee to study the problem. After student protests escalated to a hunger strike, the committee came forward in March 2005 with a sweeping new policy that Georgetown made a centerpiece of its campus mission, the Just Employment Policy.
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43 A list of WRC-affiliated campuses can be found at https://www.workersrights.org/affiliate-schools (accessed January 9, 2018).
Georgetown’s Just Employment Policy (JEP) was a model document grounded in the university’s identity as a Catholic and Jesuit institution. This policy mandated that all campus workers, whether directly employed or subcontracted, must be paid a living wage. It also made clear that both the university and its subcontractors would respect the right of workers to organize and bargain collectively. In the years since the policy’s promulgation, it has helped lift wages, correct abuses, and allow workers to find a collective voice. When workers at a campus cafeteria run by an outside contractor complained that they were not being paid in accordance with the policy’s provisions (as of January 2017, minimum compensation under the policy is $16.63/hour), the university conducted an audit of the contractor’s books and made sure that the pay practices were corrected. The JEP was also instrumental in helping the employees of Georgetown’s food service contractor, Aramark, form a union in 2011. When Aramark’s Georgetown managers expressed opposition to an organizing drive, workers brought their concerns to the university. The university in turn reached out to the CEO of Aramark, reminding the company that Georgetown expected it to abide by the JEP. “As you know, Georgetown University’s mission as a Catholic and Jesuit institution includes principles and values that support human dignity in work, and respect for workers’ rights,” wrote associate vice president LaMarr Billups. “We expect the leadership of the companies we engage to provide services on our campuses to inform their managers, supervisors and employees of the JEP provisions in a timely manner…. We appreciate the partnership we have enjoyed with Aramark, and urge you to remain open to respectful dialogue with your employees.” After receiving this letter, Aramark dropped its resistance to the unionization effort at Georgetown, recognized the union, and bargained a contract with the food service workers.

The JEP also guided Georgetown’s approach to adjunct unionization. When Georgetown’s adjuncts began organizing a union during the 2012–13 school year, the university’s top-level leadership met to review the situation. That meeting produced a clear consensus. “This seems like a straightforward issue for us to deal with,” argued one of the
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46 The Just Employment Policy and a video explaining its key features can be found at https://publicaffairs.georgetown.edu/acbp (accessed January 9, 2018).
administrators in that meeting. “This is not a complicated decision, because we’ve thought through the principles on this already.” University leaders decided to abide by the principles of the JEP and simply apply that policy in this case as they had in other cases.48

Georgetown elaborated its position in a campus-wide e-mail sent on September 28, 2012, by Provost Robert M. Groves. Groves affirmed the adjuncts’ right to unionize if they chose to do so. “The university has a long history of working productively with… unions,” Groves wrote. “As stated in Georgetown’s Just Employment Policy, our University respects employees’ rights to freely associate and organize, which includes voting for or against union representation without intimidation, unjust pressure, undue delay or hindrance in accordance with applicable law.” Groves went on to say that union representatives would be allowed on campus and in buildings that were open to the public, like members of the community, as long as they did not disturb classes. While some university administrators at other institutions were asserting that the NLRB had no business regulating labor relations on their campuses, Groves encouraged adjuncts to consult the NLRB’s website to learn more about their rights, and he provided the phone number of its regional office for those who had further questions. In the months after Groves sent this letter, Georgetown remained neutral and left its adjuncts to decide whether they needed a union. When the adjuncts chose unionization, the university amicably concluded a collective bargaining agreement with them that raised wages and created a professional development fund to help the adjuncts pursue their scholarly projects.49

Although its principles are derived from Catholic Social Teaching, to date Georgetown’s Just Employment Policy remains a unique document in the community of Catholic institutions of higher education. Yet some individual institutions are beginning to move in this direction. In June 2017, a special Just Employment Task Force at Loyola University Chicago (LUC) drafted a policy that includes a living wage provision and a statement that the university “supports employees’ right to represent themselves or to be represented by unions of their choice.” That

report is under consideration by the university’s administrators at this writing.\(^50\)

Change is also evident on the issue of adjunct organization. Although Georgetown’s benign approach to unionization initially made it an outlier, its approach has gained ground among other Catholic institutions since 2015. Saint Louis University and St. Mary’s College recognized adjunct unions in 2016 without bitter fights, after both universities issued statements expressing support for their employees to make their own informed choice about unionization.\(^51\) After initially opposing adjunct unionization and contesting the applicability of federal labor laws on its campus, LUC also began negotiating with a union of its adjuncts. In May 2017, Fordham University dropped its opposition to adjunct unionization. In a letter to the Fordham community, President Joseph M. McShane, SJ, whose own scholarship has explored the roots of Catholic Social Teaching in the United States, explained that he had become “convinced of the rightness of this course of action” after reflection with fellow Jesuits. “After all, organized labor has deep roots in Catholic social justice teachings,” McShane explained.\(^52\)

It is too soon to tell whether these hopeful trends will continue. At this writing, many Catholic campuses have begun grappling with the issue of graduate assistant unionization, which was permitted by a 2016 decision of the NLRB.\(^53\) The graduate assistant union movement is bound to further test the commitment of Catholic campuses to workers’ rights to unionize, which the Church has long upheld.

Yet one thing is becoming increasingly clear amid swirling labor controversies. As Catholic colleges and universities grapple with today’s labor problems, they have an opportunity not only to disentangle themselves from the “economy of exclusion,” but to show leadership in the construction of a more just and sustainable alternative. This task will


not be easy. Catholic institutions must navigate a world in which the costs of higher education are exploding. Yet their inheritance — the rich tradition of Catholic Social Teaching on labor — confers a special responsibility upon these institutions: They are uniquely positioned to lead. Moreover, as tuition-driven institutions that generally lack huge endowments, they cannot afford to indulge the illusion that labor problems on Catholic campuses can be fixed without addressing the public policies and larger economic trends that are exacerbating those problems. Broad action on a host of policy issues, including student debt, will be necessary if we are to prevent U.S. higher education from becoming an agent of increasing inequality rather than incubator of a more just society.

This article has its origins in the author’s participation in the CST Learning and Research Initiative, a collaboration of faculty and administrators at eleven Catholic colleges and universities across the United States. Through national meetings over the last five years, the Initiative has facilitated campus focus groups and collected oral histories of student understanding of CST, developed a rubric for curricular and research purposes, and conducted conversations leading to the peer-reviewed articles in this issue of the Journal of Catholic Higher Education. For more information, see both the introduction to this issue and http://sites.nd.edu/cstresearch.